Customer testimonials

THE STFW HAS OPTED
FOR DAYLIGHT.
Roger Zimmermann,
Head of Computer Science,
Swiss Technical College Winterthur

The Swiss Technical College Winterthur (STFW) faced a great challenge: The somewhat
outdated core application, with which all training modules, schedules, lecturers and course
students were managed and the billing was handled, urgently needed to be replaced by a
future-proof new solution. With the daylight school, course and event management solution
from Winterthur’s daylight AG, this Herculean task was successfully mastered.
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"WITH DAYLIGHT WE COULD IMPLEMENT
NEW TECHNOLOGIES QUICKLY AND FREE
OF ERRORS, AND OPTIMISE OUR
PROCESSES."
Roger Zimmermann
Head of Computer Science,
Swiss Technical College, Winterthur

Roger Zimmermann once again talks about the open
architecture of daylight: "In addition to the web frontend, we will mainly be dealing with daylight's support of
school operations in the near future. We will integrate
tools for entering grades and timetabling in daylight.”

manage grades and absences in full within daylight. And the next
expansion step is already planned: The web front-end is to be
implemented so that the range of courses can be published more easily
and to relieve internal course administration through self-service
functions.
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ries directly and normally get an answer very quickly. »
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